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Kabardian causatives, reflexives,
and case marking domains
This paper presents the basic typological properties of the causative construction in
Kabardian, using Dixon’s (2000) typology of causatives, and points out some of its cross–
linguistically unusual features. It is argued that arguments of causativized verbs preserve
the same cases they are assigned by the underlying non–causatives, in accordance with the
“Dependent–first” strategy of case assignment (Matasovi} 2009). We also discuss the juncture/nextus type of Kabardian causatives. Several arguments show that the construction
represents nuclear coordination. An examination of reflexivized causatives in Kabardian,
and the comparison of similar structures in Spanish, English, and Jakaltek, shows that
languages can differ in their choice of the argument which serves as the binder of the
reflexive in a nuclear juncture: in some languages this is the highest ranking macrorole
of the causative verb (e.g. in Jakaltek), but in others this can be the highest ranking
macrorole of the underlying base verb, which is the case in Kabardian. Finally, we discuss a number of theoretical issues relevant to Role and Reference Grammar, especially
the problem of the domain of case assignment. The apparent problem that case–marked
independent RPs in Kabardian are outside the core, which is supposed to be the domain
of case assignment, is resolved by positing the clause as the universal case assignment
domain for all languages. The typological differences between languages such as English
(where only one RP in the clause can receive the Nominative case) and Icelandic (where
RPs in different co–ordinated cores can be marked for the Nominative) boil down to the
contrast between “Head–first” case assignment (as in English) and “Dependent–first” case
assignment (as in Icelandic and Kabardian).

0. Introduction1
0.1. Kabardian (East Circassian) is an ergative head–marking language
spoken in the Caucasus (NW Caucasian, Adyghe–Kabardian subgroup; ca.
1

A version of this paper was presented at the International Conference on Role and Reference Grammar in Berkeley, in August 2009. I would like to thank to Robert D. Van Valin
Jr. and Johanna Nichols for their comments and suggestions. I am also indebted to my
friend Lemma Maremukova for checking my Kabardian data.
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500.000 speakers). It is spoken mostly in the Kabardino–Balkar Republic of
the Russian Federation. There are also many speakers in the diaspora (Turkey, Jordan, Israel, USA, and elsewhere).
0.2. Kabardian is written in a modified Cyrillic script. The principles of
translitteration used in this paper can be found in my “Short Grammar of
Kabardian” (Matasovi} 2009a).
0.3. The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 1, I present the
basic typological properties of the causative construction in Kabardian, using
Dixon’s (2000) typology of causatives. Section 2 discusses the case marking
in Kabardian causative construction; it is argued that arguments of causativized verbs preserve the same cases they are assigned by the underlying
non–causatives, in accordance with the “Dependent–first” strategy of case
assignment (Matasovi} 2009). In Section 3, I address the problem of the juncture/nextus type of Kabardian causatives. The key concepts of juncture and
nexus are adopted from Role and Reference Grammar (RRG, see VVLP, Van
Valin 2005), and will not be explained here for reasons of space. A number
of arguments is used to show that we are dealing with nuclear coordination.
An examination of reflexivized causatives in Kabardian, and the comparison
of similar structures in Spanish, English, and Jakaltek, shows that languages
can differ in their choice of the argument which serves as the binder of the
reflexive in a nuclear juncture: in some languages this is the highest ranking
macrorole of the causative verb (e.g. in Jakaltek), but in others this can be
the highest ranking macrorole of the underlying base verb, which is the case
in Kabardian. Finally, in Section 4 I discuss a number of theoretical issues
relevant to RRG, especially the problem of the domain of case assignment.
The apparent problem that case–marked independent RPs in Kabardian are
outside the core, which is supposed to be the domain of case assignment, is
resolved by positing the clause as the universal case assignment domain for
all languages. The typological differences between languages such as English
(where only one RP in the clause can receive the Nominative case) and
Icelandic (where RPs in different co–ordinated cores can be marked for the
Nominative) boil down to the contrast between “Head–first” case assignment
(as in English) and “Dependent–first” case assignment (as in Icelandic and
Kabardian).
1. Basic typological properties of Kabardian causatives
1.1. The causative is formed with the prefix –ġa–.2 It is regularly the last
prefix in the prefix chain, occurring immediately before the verbal root:3
2

3

This prefix, as well as the causative formation itself, are inherited from Proto–Northwest
Caucasian. The Abkhaz cognate, the causative prefix –ra– is also found in the position
immediately preceding the verbal root (Hewitt 2004: 125).
Throughout the paper I will use the following grammatical glosses: A = Actor, ABS =
absolutive, ACC = accusative, aff. = affirmative, appl. = applicative, DAT = dative, dec.
= declarative, def. = definite, dir. = directional (directional prefix), ERG = ergative, fut.
= future, GEN = genitive, ger. = gerund, inf.= infinitive, invol. = involuntative, caus.
= causative, neg. = negation, NOM = nominative, pl. = plural, refl. = reflexive, pres. =
present, pret. = preterite, sg. = singular, U = Undergoer.
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(1) wə–q’–ya–z–ġa–h–ā–ś
2SG.U–DIR.–3SG.–1SG.A–CAUS.–carry–PRET.–AFF.
“I made him carry you”
The only prefix that can occur between the causative prefix and the root
is the factitive prefix –wə–. It is used to derive verbs from nominal and adjectival roots, e.g. wəf’əc’ən “blacken, make something black” from f’əc’a “black”.
Such derived verbs can be freely causativized (ġawəf’əc’ən “make someone
blacken something”). If factitives are regarded as a type of causatives, as
some linguists suggest, this construction may be viewed as a kind of double
causative (on which see below).
1.2. Causatives can be formed from both transitive and intransitive
verbs:
(2) k’wan “go”: ġa–k’wan “send”
(3) hən “carry”: ġa–hən “make someone carry”
Note that in many languages the formation of causatives is limited to
intransitive bases only (Nedjalkov & Sil’nickij 1973: 7–8, Song 1996, Dixon
2000). Such languages, however, seem to be generally rarer in Eurasia than in
other macro–areas. In the Caucasus, most languages seem to freely form causatives from both transitive and intransitive bases (Hewitt 2004, Klimov 1986).
A notable exception to this claim is Lezgian (Haspelmath 1993), in which
causatives are formed from intransitives only. In some Caucasian languages,
including, e.g. Abkhaz, causatives can be derived from both intransitive and
transitive verbs, but not from ditransitive verbs (e.g. the verb “to give”).
1.3. In Kabardian, causatives can be formed from ditransitive verbs, but
these often sound “unnatural”, fabricated. The following example is elicited
(I have not been able to find a causative of a ditransitive verb in my text
corpus):
(4) sa wa
ābə–xa–m sə–rā–w–z–ġā–t–ā–ś
I you(sg.) he–pl.–erg. 1sg.–3pl.–2sg.–1sg.–caus.–give–pret.–aff.
“I made you give me to them”
1.4. “Double causatives” (causatives of causatives) are possible, as, e.g., in
Turkish:
(q’a–)v–ā–ś “the soup was boiling”
(5) sawpə–r
soup–NOM (DIR.)–boil–PRET.–AFF.
(6) ś’āla–m
sawpə–r
q’–yə–ġā–v–ā–ś “the boy was cooking soup”
boy–ERG soup–ABS DIR.–3SG.–CAUS.–boil–PRET.–AFF.
(7) śāla–m

yə

āna–m

sawpə–r

yə–r–yə–ġa–ġā–v–ā–ś

boy–ERG his mother–ERG soup–ABS 3SG.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–CAUS.–boil–PRET.–AFF.

“The boy made his mother cook the soup”
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1.5. Double causatives can also be formed from transitive verbs; it has
already been noted by Dixon (2000: 61) that such causatives are rare, especially in texts (see also Kulikov 1993); this is indeed also the case in Kabardian.
The following example is elicited from a native speaker – I was unable to find
a similar example in my text corpus:
(8) śāla–m
āna–m
ł’əź–əm
pyəsmaw–r
boy–ERG mother–ABS old.man–ERG letter–ABS
yə–r–yə–ġa–ġā–tx–ā–ś
3SG.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–CAUS.–write–PRET.–AFF.
The boy made mother make the old man write the letter”
1.6. Causativized verbs are freely combined with other valence–changing
affixes, e.g. with applicatives and reflexives. Kabardian has two applicative
prefixes, –də– for comitatives (in (9)), and –xwə– for benefactives (in (10)):4
(9) pśāśa–m ł’ə–m
fəz–xa–m
girl–ERG man–ERG woman–PL.–ERG
z–ā–də–r–yə–ġa–š–ā–ś
REFL.–3PL.–APPL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–carry–pret.–aff.
“The girl made the man carry her (together) with the women”
(Kumaxov & Vamling 2006: 57)
(10) s–xwə–ya–b–ġa–{–ā–ś
1SG.–APPL.–3SG.–2SG.–CAUS.–lead–PRET.–AFF.
“You made him carry it for me”
The example (10) can only be interpreted as the causative of applicative,
i.e. the sentence means “You did something, and this action caused him to
carry it for me” rather than *“In my interests, you did something, and this
action caused him to carry it” (applicative of causative).
1.7. Causatives can be formed from all verbal bases, irrespective of their
Aktionsart.
1.8. The causative construction does not imply that the causer has control
over the caused act. Inanimate causers are possible as well as the animate
ones:
(11) dəġa–m məl–ər
yə–ġa–v–ā–ś
sun–ERG ice–ABS 3SG.–CAUS.–melt–PRET.–AFF.
“The Sun melted the ice”
1.9. Almost universally, with animate causees, the caused action is intentional. Kabardian has a verbal prefix used to indicate unintentional action,
ˀaś’a–, but this prefix seems to be incompatible with the causative. However, I
found one instance of possible “involuntary causation” in my corpus:
4

The term “applicative” is here used in the sense of Peterson 2007, so that includes both
comitatives and benefactives. The traditional term for benefactives in Russian grammars of
Kabardian is “version”, by analogy with the objective version in Kartvelian languages.
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(12) bźāχwyə–pł’ə–r
bee–keeper–ABS

zadyəł–ryə
~əc’ c’ək’wə–r
together.rise–and he.goat small–ABS

dəġwəźə–m q’ə–ˀaś’ā–ġa–xw–ā–ś
wolf–ERG DIR.–INVOL.3PL.–CAUS.–put–PRET.–AFF.
“The four bee–keepers rose together and made the wolf (unintentionally)
drop the little goat” (an example from the folk–tale about @abagy Qazanoqo).
Note that the prefix –ˀaśa– modifies the action of the original actor (the
wolf), which is the derived causee, rather than the action of the derived actor
(the four bee–keepers). This is an indication that the causee preserves some
properties of the original actor under causativization.
1.10 Kabardian causatives generally imply that the action caused by the
causer is actually performed by the causee. This means that it is impossible to
say (without contradicting oneself), e.g. “The boy made the girl go, but she did
not go”. Such a sentence would be possible in some languages, e.g. in Korean
(Park 1993, Song 1996: 13), in which there is no implication that the caused
action is actually performed.
1.11. The Kabardian causatives can, with some hesitation, be characterized
as direct and coercive (Shibatani 1975, Bishop 1992, Dixon 2000): the causative
implies a straightforward means of bringing about the effect event, and it may
imply the resistance on the part of the causee. However, the implication is not
necessary. The causative form can also mean that the causer asked the causee
to perform the caused action.
(13) ł’əźə–m
ś’āla–m
pχa–r
yə–r–yə–ġa–q’wət–ā–ś
old.man–ERG boy–ERG tree–ABS 3SG.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–break–PRET.–AFF.
“The old man made the boy cut the tree” / “The old man had the
boy cut the tree”
The preceding sentence can mean both that the old man ordered the boy
to cut the tree, but also that he asked him to do so. The correct interpretation
must be inferred from the context.
2. Case marking in causative constructions
2.1. Kabardian has two grammatical cases: Ergative/oblique (glossed ERG)
and Absolutive (sometimes also called “Nominative”, here glossed ABS). Absolutive is the case of the lowest ranking macrorole argument, while Ergative is
the case of the other core arguments (it can also mark some adjuncts). Indefinite NPs do not receive case marking. For a RRG account of case marking in
Kabardian, see Matasovi} 2008.
2.2. The case of the arguments in a causative construction is not determined by the argument structure of the causativized verb, which is always
transitive, but by the verb from which the causative verb is derived.
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2.2.1. If the base is an intransitive monovalent verb (14), its single argument becomes the causee of the derived causative, and receives the Absolutive
(15). This is, of course, the same case it received in the underived, non–causative construction:
(14) ś’āla–r
gwəbġwa–m
mā–k’wa
boy–ABS
field–ERG
3SG.PRES.–go
“The boy goes into the field”
(15) āna–m
ś’āla–r
gwəbġwa–m yə–ġā–k’wa
mother–ERG boy–ABS field–ERG 3SG–CAUS.–go
“The mother sends the boy into the field”
This case is unproblematic, since ś’āla “boy” is the lowest ranking macrorole of both the base verb and the derived causative verb.
2.2.2. Again, if the base is an intransitive bivalent verb (e.g. d`an “read”),
its single macrorole argument (its undergoer) remains in the Absolutive in the
derived causative construction:
(16) yaġad`āk’wa–m yad`āk’wa–r wəsa–m q’–rə–y–ġa–d`–ā–ś
teacher–ERG student–ABS poem–ERG DIR.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–read–PRET.–AFF.
“The teacher made the student read the poem”
Here the case marking pattern is unexpected, since wəsa “poem” is the
lowest ranking macrorole of the derived transitive causative verb, and would
therefore receive the Absolutive case, if the case were assigned by the causativized verb. However, it remains in the Ergative, since wəsa is the non–MR
core argument of the base intransitive verb d`an “read”, and non–MR core
arguments, like Actors, receive the Ergative case.
2.2.3. Finally, if the base is a transitive verb (e.g. hən “carry”), its lowest
ranking macrorole (its Undergoer) again remains in the Absolutive:
(17) ł’əźə–m
ś’āla–m
χəd`abzə–r yə–r–yə–ġa–h–ā–ś
old.man–ERG boy–ERG girl–ABS 3SG.–3SG.–3.SG.–CAUS.–carry–PRET.–AFF.
“The old man made the boy carry the girl”
(18) ł’əźə–m
ś’āla–m pχa–r
yə–r–yə–ġa–q’wət–ā–ś
old.man–ERG boy–ERG tree–ABS 3SG.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–cut–PRET.–AFF.
“The old man made the boy cut the tree”
Here the lowest ranking macrorole of the derived causative verb is in the
Absolutive, since it is also the lowest–ranking macrorole of the base transitive
verb.
According to Dixon (2000: 49) Kabardian would belong to a small group
of languages in which the causee in a causative derived from a transitive
verb retains its A–marking (marking of agents of transitive verbs, or Actors,
in RRG terms). As a similar case he adduces an isolate, Trumai (Brasil), in
which both the causer and the causee take the ergative marking in a causative
construction. Note, however, that the Kabardian ergative is not just the case
of the Actor, but also the case of the non–macrorole core argument, and in the
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causative construction the causee has precisely the status of non–macrorole
core argument.
2.3. Moreover, the situation in Kabardian should be seen from a broader
typological perspective. In Kabardian, as in many languages, the single macrorole argument of an intransitive verb becomes the Undergoer of the causative
verb; this follows from two facts:
1. it is marked by the Absolutive case;
2. it is cross–referenced by the Undergoer form of the person prefix:
(19) wə–z–aw–ġa–txa
2SG.U–1SG.A–PRES.–write
“I make you write”
(20) wə–z–aw–h
2SG.U–1SG.A–PRES.–carry
“I carry you”
In causativized transitives, the causee becomes the non–MR core argument, as in French, Turkish, and many other languages; this also follows from
two facts:
1. it is marked by the Ergative case, as, e.g., the recipient arguments of
the verbs of giving;
2. it is indexed by the non–Undergoer form of the person prefix:
(21) 0–wa–z–ġa–ś’–ā–ś
3SG.U–2SG.–1SG.–do–PRET.–AFF.
“I made you do it”
(22) 0–wa–s–t–ā–ś
3SG.U–2SG.–1SG.A–give–PRET.AFF.
“I gave it to you”
Note that the form of the 2nd person prefix is different for Undergoers
(wə–) and for non–MR core arguments (wa–).
2.4. There are many other languages in which subjects retain some subject
properties as causees in causatives (Kozinsky & Polinsky 1993).5 For example,
Japanese subjects preserve their ability to bind the reflexive pronoun zibun
(Comrie 1985: 336); this is also the case in Kabardian (see 2.3 above):
(23) Taroo ga
Hanako
ni
zibun no
hon
o
watasi–ta
T.
NOM H.
DAT self GEN book ACC hand–PAST.
“Taroo handed Hanako his/*her book”
(24) Taroo ga Hanako ni zibun no
huku
o
ki–sase–ta
T.
NOM H.
DAT self GEN clothes ACC wear–CAUSE–PAST
“Taroo made Hanako put on his/her clothes”
5

Needless to say, the traditional concept of “subject” does not have any theoretical status
in typologically–oriented syntactic theories such as RRG. A more precise formulation (in
the RRG terminology) would be that the causee retains some properties of the highest
macrorole argument of the underived verb.
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In Qiang (Tibeto–Burman) the original transitive subject preserves its ergative case marking in the causative construction (Dixon 2000: 49):
(25) qa
the:–wu
pəitsə–e–ze
1SG. 3SG.–AGENT cup–one–CLASSIFIER
“I made him/her buy a cup”

zə–pə:–dza
DIR.–buy–CAUS.1SG.

The pronominal suffix to the verb (–dza) cross–references the causer in
(25); however, the causer NP never takes the agentive/subject marker –wu. It
is the causee (the original Subject) that takes -wu. Still, the causer is cross–
referenced on the verb as subjects normally are.
2.5. However, in Kabardian, the intransitive “subjects” also remain “subjects”. What is special about Kabardian is that in causatives derived from
intransitive verbs, the case marking of arguments remains the same as in the
non–derived intransitives. If we assume that the causative prefix is the head,
and the base verb the dependent element in a complex causative construction, we clearly have what I have termed the “Dependent–first” (DF) pattern
of case assignment (Matasovi} 2009). Since case marking is a consequence of
the macrorole status of the arguments in the causative construction, we can
also say that the exceptional status of M–intransitivity6 of intransitive bivalent
verbs (such as d`an “to read” in (16)) is preserved under causativization.
There are other languages which allow the DF pattern of case marking
in causative constructions. For example, in Korean we find the DF pattern
of case assignment in causatives formed from both transitive and intransitive
verbs (Sohn 1999: 377):
wus–key] hay–ss–e.yo
(26) Minho ka [Mia ka/lul
M.
NOM M. NOM/ACC laugh–to
do–PAST–POLITE
“Minho made Mia laugh”
(27) Minho ka
Mia lul /*ka
M.
NOM M. ACC/*NOM
“Minho made Mia laugh”

wus–ky–ess–e.yo
laugh–CAUS.–PAST–POLITE

The example (28) is from Park (1993: 38):
(28) nay–ka Chelswu–ka
say os–ul
ip–key
ha–ess–ta
I –NOM Chelswu–NOM new clothes–ACC wear–COM do–PAST–DEC.
’I made Chelswu wear the new clothes’
It is important to note that this pattern of case marking in Korean is possible only in the analytic causative construction, as in (26) and (28) (Sohn’s
“long–form” or periphrastic causatives), but not in the synthetic causative,
as in (27) (Park’s “lexical causatives”, cf. Park 1993), which is comparable to
Kabardian causatives. Park (1993: 38ff.) argues that the periphrastic causatives
6

A verb is macrorole–intransitive (or M–intransitive) if it only has one macrorole in its
logical structure. The M–transitivity of a verb is not the same thing as its valence, since
semantically bivalent verbs can be M–intransitive, and trivalent verbs such as send, or give
are M–transitive (Van Valin 2005: 64).
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involve core coordination, while the lexical causatives represent a nuclear juncture. Does this suggest that the causative construction in Kabardian is also a
nuclear juncture, since it not only allows, but requires the DF–pattern of case
marking? This is the question to which we turn in the next paragraph.
3. The Juncture and Nexus type of Kabardian causatives
3.1. Previous work on causatives in RRG (Park 1993, Toratani 2002:136ff.,
Paris 1999), has shown that languages can have several types of causative constructions, involving different types of nexus and different levels of juncture.
The interclausal relations hierarchy proposed by RRG (e.g. Van Valin 2005:
206–208) predicts that the closer the connection between the two events, the
stronger the syntactic relation between the syntactic elements depicting these
events. Since the causative relation of the Kabardian type (direct causation)
is at the very top of the hierarchy, we would expect the juncture to be at the
nucleus level. And indeed, there are some indications that this is the case.
For one thing, nothing except the factitive prefix can intervene between the
causative marker and the verbal root, implying the iconic closeness of their
connection.
3.2. We may first try a test used by Toratani (2002) in her RRG analysis
of Japanese causatives. Temporal modifiers in Kabardian necessarily modify
the causative structure as a whole, rather than modifying individual verbal
cores (time adverbials are core modifiers in the Layered Structure of the
Clause). This means that it is impossible to say things like “Today, the girl
had the boy read the poem” in the sense that the girl said to the boy today to
read the poem at a later stage (perhaps tomorrow).7
(29) pśāśa–m fəzə–r ś’āla–m
yə–r–yə–ġa–w–ā–ś
dəġwāsa
girl–ERG woman–ABS boy–ERG 3SG.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–hit–PRET.–AFF. yesterday
“Yesterday, the girl made the woman hit (at) the boy”
The preceding sentence cannot be taken to mean that the girl asked the
woman yesterday to hit the boy at some other time; it is implied that both the
causing and the caused act were performed yesterday. This could mean that
the sentence contains one core rather than two distinct cores, which implies
that the juncture level is the nucleus.
3.3. However, there are problems with this analysis. Whereas it may be
true that the possibility of modifying two causal events by different temporal
modifiers implies that we are dealing with core juncture (two distinct cores being independently modified), the converse does not hold: the obligatory scope
of a temporal modifier over the whole causative construction may be the result
of different factors, e.g. the culturally specific way in which causation is conceptualized in a particular language. Languages vary greatly with respect to
the scope of time modifiers (Bohnemeyer et al. 2007), but it appears that gen7

See Wierzbicka 1975 for an early discussion of the scope of temporal modifiers in complex
action sentences.
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erally individual cores have the “Macro–Event property” (MEP, the property
of being necessarily within the scope of temporal modifiers). However, core
junctures appear to be of two types (J. Bohnemeyer and R. Van Valin, p.c.). In
core subordination, both cores often behave as a single core (i. e. the construction has the MEP), while in core coordination they do not (i. e. the construction lacks the MEP: individual subevents expressed by the core juncture can
be in the scope of different temporal modifiers). In languages such as Ewe and
Thai (Bohnemeyer et alii, to appear: 14–15), periphrastic causatives formed
with light verbs have the MEP, i.e. the two parts of the causal event cannot be
modified by two different time adverbials (with scope over only one subevent),
although the causative constructions in question look like prototypical core
junctures. According to the same authors (ibid, p. 20), Japanese is typologically
peculiar in requiring the use of multiple Macro–Event expressions to encode
the causal relation between the initial cause and the final change of state.
Thus, even if the construction involves two individual cores, it is still possible for the default interpretation of core adjuncts to be one in which they
modify both cores simultaneously, rather than one of the two fused cores. One
important piece of evidence in deciding the question of juncture level comes
from reflexivization.
3.4. If a causative of a transitive verb is reflexivized, the reflexive prefix
z– is bound by the causer, rather than by the causee (cp. also (9) above):
(30a) pśāśa–m ś’āla–m
z–r–yə–ġa–wə~’–ā–ś
girl–ERG boy–ERG REFL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–kill–PRET.–AFF.
“The girl made the boy kill her” (lit. “kill herself”)
(30b) ś’āla–m
pśāśa–r
z–r–yə–ġa–w–ā–ś
boy–ERG girl–ABS REFL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–hit–PRET.–AFF.
“The boy made the girl hit (at) him” (lit. “at himself”)
(30c) ś’āla–m

pśāśa–r

boy–ERG girl–ABS

ġwəd`a–m

mirror–ERG

z–r–yə–ġa–pł–ā–ś

REFL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–look

at–back–PRET.–AFF.

“The boy made the girl look at him in the mirror” (lit. “at himself”)
In languages in which causatives are core junctures, e.g. in Spanish (Paris
1999: 56) and English, the reflexive is bound by the causee:
(31) Juan lo
hizo a Pedro peinar–se
J.
him–ACC
made to P.i
comb–REFL.i
“Juan made Pedro comb himself” (i.e. comb Pedro).
(32a) *John made Mary hit himself
(32b) John made Mary hit herself
In (32a), reflexivization cannot operate across the core boundary, but
within the embedded core it is perfectly possible (in 32b).
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In nuclear causative junctures, e.g. in Jakaltek, French, and German, causers can bind reflexives (VVLP 607):8
(33) X–0–w–a’
maka–’hin–ba
t–aw–et (Jakaltek)
PAST–3ABS.–1SG.ERG.–make
hit–INF.–1SG.ERG–self. AUG.–2SG.ERG.–to
“I made you hit me” (lit. “I made you hit myself”)
3.5. However, the preceding arguments from reflexivization are not quite
conclusive. If the suffix –`– “back” is added to the reflexivized causative verb,
the causee becomes the binder of the reflexive, as in (34a–c):
(34a) ś’āla–m
pśāśa–m z–r–yə–ġa–wə’ə–`–ā–ś
boy–ERG girl–ERG REFL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–kill–back–PRET.–AFF.
“The boy made the girl kill herself”
(34b) ś’āla–m
pśāśa–r z–r–yə–ġa–wa–`–ā–ś
boy–ERG girl–ABS REFL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–hit–back–PRET.–AFF.
“The boy made the girl hit (at) herself”
(34c) ś’āla–m

pśāśa–r

ġwəd`a–m

boy–ERG girl–ABS mirror–ERG

z–r–yə–ġa–płə–`–ā–ś

REFL.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–look

at–back–PRET.–AFF.

“The boy made the girl look at herself in the mirror”
We see that it does not matter whether the base verb is transitive (as in
34a) or an intransitive bivalent verb (as in 34b–c):9 the causee binds the reflexive in all of the examples. The difference with the examples (30a–c) lies in
the fact that the binder of the reflexive is now not the actor of the causative
verb, but rather a different argument. When the base verb is transitive, as in
(34a), the binder is the non–macrorole core argument of the causative verb,
as well as the Actor of the base verb. When the base verb is intransitive, as
in (34b–c), the binder is the Undergoer of the causative verb,10 as well as the
single macrorole (the Actor) of the base verb. Note that there are independent
arguments showing that in Kabardian the single macrorole of intransitive
verbs can bind reflexives, as in the case of the intransitive bivalent verb wan
“to hit (at)” in (35):
(35) ś’āla c’ək’wə–r
za–wa–`–ā–ś
boy little–ABS REFL.–hit–back–PRET.–AFF.
“The little boy hit (at) himself”

8

9

10

In Georgian, reflexive causatives additionally have permissive meaning (Nedjalkov &
Silnic’kij 1973: 13), e.g. [vil–ma amxanag–s tavi a–cem–in–a (son–ERG comrade–DAT himself caus–beat–caus–3sg) ’The son allowed his comrade to beat him (lit. ’himself’)’.
Note the different case marking, showing that the base verbs in (34b–c) are intransitive:
the only macrorole of the base verb in (34b–c) receives the absolutive (pśāśa–r), while in
(34a) the other macrorole (the non–undergoer) of the base verb is in the ergative (pśāśa–m).
The rules of case marking in Kabardian were established in Matasovi} 2008.
We have seen in 2.1. above that the single macrorole argument of an intransitive verb
becomes the Undergoer of the causative verb. Note that Undergoers cannot bind reflexives
in any language.
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The suffix –`– appears to be obligatory with reflexivized intransitive bivalent verbs, which have only one macrorole. This shows that its primary
function is to indicate that the binder of the reflexive is not the default (the
highest ranking macrorole of the two macroroles of a transitive verb). In
causatives, the suffix will consequently indicate that the binder is not the
causer (the highest ranking macrorole of the derived verb), but the other
macrorole argument, i.e. the causee. This is fully consistent with the other
“Dependent–first” syntactic patterns in Kabardian, e.g. the “dependent–first”
pattern of case assignment, which is also found in the Kabardian causative
construction. What we observe in Kabardian reflexivized causatives with the
suffix –`– could aptly be called “Dependent–first reflexive binder selection”.
Thus, Kabardian differs from languages such as French and Jakaltek not
in the juncture type of the causative construction, but in that rules governing reflexivization may apply to the highest ranking macrorole argument of
the base verb, rather than of the derived causative verb. In both French and
Jakaltek the binder of the reflexive must be the highest ranking argument of
the derived causative verb, which is the causer. In Kabardian, both the causer
and the causee are possible binders of the reflexive, since the causee is the
highest ranking argument of the base verb. In English and Spanish, on the
other hand, the binder of the reflexive cannot be the causer, since the bound
element (the reflexive) does not belong to the same core as the intended
binder. Therefore, in (31) above, only the causee can bind the reflexive clitic
se, while the causer cannot: Juan lo hizo a Pedroi peinar–sei “Juan made
Pedro comb himself” is fine, while *Juani lo hizo a Pedro peinar–sei “Juan
made Pedro comb him (i.e. Juan)” is predictably impossible.
Therefore, we reach the following conclusion: if a language forms the
causative construction as a core juncture, then the causee must be the binder
of the reflexive in such a construction, as in the English example (32b) and in
the Spanish example (31). The converse, however, does not hold: if the causer
is the binder of the reflexive in a causative construction, it does not follow that
the causative is of the core juncture type: it is still possible that we are dealing
with nuclear juncture. Now, in a language with causatives formed as nuclear
junctures, the question arises which argument is selected as the binder of
the reflexive. It can be the highest ranking argument of the derived causative
(the causer), as in French11 and Jakaltek, or in Kabardian examples (9) and
(30). On the other hand, the argument selected as the binder can also, in
principle, be the highest ranking argument of the base verb. This is the case
in Kabardian examples (34a–c), in which the marked selection of the binder is
indicated by the suffix –`–. Of course, a language can have two different types
of causative construction, say one which represents a core juncture, and another which is a nuclear juncture. Indeed, the two types co–occur in Japanese
(Toratani 2002), Korean (Park 1993), and Spanish (Paris 1999).
11

Cf. the French equivalent of the Spanish example (31), Jean s’est fait peigner par Pierre,
where the causer (Jean) is the binder of the reflexive se. Unlike in Spanish, the French
construction is a nuclear juncture (Van Valin 2005: 235f.).
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3.6. It remains to determine the nexus type of Kabardian causatives.
Modal operators, which take the core as their scope, by default modify just the
first nucleus in the causative construction:
(36) s–xw–ya–ġa–txə–r–q’əm
1SG.–POT.–3SG.–CAUS.–write–PRES.–NEG.
“I cannot make him write it”
The preceding example cannot mean *“I do not make him be able to
write it”. This is fully expected in nuclear juncture, since both nuclei have to
be in the single core.
3.7. The aspectual adverb q’āna śəməˀawə “completely” appears to be able
to modify just one event in the causative construction (for a similar test in
Japanese see Toratani 2002):
(37) ł’əźə–m
ś’āla–m
pχa–r
yə–r–yə–ġa–q’wət–ā–ś
old.man–ERG boy–ERG tree–ABS 3SG.–3SG.–3SG.–CAUS.–cut–PRET.–AFF.
q’āna śə–mə–ˀa–wə
rest
DIR.–NEG.–have–GER.
“The old man made the boy cut the tree completely”
According to my informant (37) can also mean that the old man forced
the boy to cut the tree, but that the tree was not cut completely. The other
meaning is also possible: the old man made the boy cut the tree, and the tree
is completely cut. Although this would have to be checked in more examples,
including those found in the corpus, it appears that the nuclear modifier does
not necessarily modify both nuclei in the juncture.
3.8. Since it seems likely that the operators do not necessarily have scope
over both nuclei (see above), we can determine the juncture/nexus type of
Kabardian causatives as nuclear coordination (FIGURE 1).12
CLAUSE
CORE
PRO PRO PRO NUC

RP

RP

RP

PRED

NUC

PRED

ADV

pśāśa–m
fəzə–r ś’āla–m
yə–r–yə–
ġa–
w–ā–ś
dəġwāsa
girl
woman
boy
3SG. 3SG. 3SG. CAUS. hit–PRET.–AFF. yesterday
“The girl made the woman hit the boy yesterday”

Figure 1
12

Note, however, that we have shown in 3.2. and 3.3. that Kabardian causatives have the
MEP (“Macro–Event Property”), which means that temporal adverbs cannot modify individual nuclei in the juncture separately. According to Bohnemeyer and Van Valin (p. c.) this
is expected in nuclear coordination.
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4. The domain of case assignment in Kabardian causative construction
4.1. Kabardian is a Head–Marking (HM) language (Nichols 1992). In a HM
language, personal affixes are core arguments (Van Valin 2005), and lexical
Referential Phrases (RPs) are in the “extra–core position” (or ECP, Van Valin,
p. c.); I believe this is the same structural position as the Pre–core/Post–core
slot, but elements occurring in it are not necessarily focal (i.e. their status in
the focus structure projection is not specified).13 Pre–core slot and Post–core
slot are just Extra Core Positions with special features imposed to them by
the focus structure projection. In HM languages the ECPs do not necessarily
interact with focus structure, which is why there can be more than one of
them (for two or more RPs). On the other hand, I believe there is a universal
prohibition against two instantiations of a lexical RP within a single clause,
which explains why RPs do not normally occur in ECPs in dependent–marking
languages: the only possible occurrence, in pragmatically unmarked contexts,
of lexical RPs in those languages is in the argument positions within the core
of the clause.14 Since they have to occur in the core, they obviously cannot occur again in the ECP, because this would violate the restriction against more
than one instantiation of lexical RPs in a single clause.15
This restriction may appear to be ad hoc, since it was introduced to account for a theoretical claim that needs to be justified in the first place, but
I believe it is actually independently motivated. The prohibition against two
or more instantiations of lexical RPs per clause also helps us understand why
all languages have reflexives, either as independent pronouns (as in English
or Croatian), or as bound markers on verbs (e.g. in Kabardian and in Bantu
languages such as Xhosa).16 There is, to my knowledge, no language in which
the equivalent of English John saw himself would be expressed as *John saw
13

14

15

16

Wh–questions in languages such as English are fine examples of structures with a pre–core
slot. Of course, wh–words occurring in such questions (e.g. in English Who did John see
in the library yesterday) are focal (see Van Valin 2005: 6–7).
In pragmatically marked contexts, lexical RPs can occur in the ECPs, but then they do not
co–occur within the core. This is the case with the focalized RPs in the pre–core slot in
English, as in the example Bean soup I can’t stand (Van Valin 2005: 5). Note that it would
be ungrammatical to repeat the extracted RP within the core (*Bean soup I can’t stand
bean soup), since this would violate the prohibition against two instantiations of a lexical
RP in a single clause. The same holds in those HM languages, like the Mayan language
Tzotzil (Van Valin 2005: 6, Aissen 1992), which have the pragmatically marked pre–core
slots for focal elements besides the pragmatically unmarked ECPs., in which their RPs
normally occur.
This, in short, is the reason why there are no languages in which it would be possible to
say the equivalent of English *John John saw Mary (with two instantiations of the lexical
RP John), while a HM language such as Kabardian apparently allows the same individual
to be referred to twice in the same clause (by a personal prefix on the verb and by the
independent RP in the ECP).
There are languages (e.g. Old English) in which the form of the reflexive pronoun does
not differ from the form of the demonstrative pronoun, but this does not contradict our
generalization.
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John, because that would represent a violation of the restriction against more
than one instantiation of a lexical RP per clause.
4.2. Kabardian allows multiple Absolutive RPs in a clause (in constructions with core coordination):
txəł–ər
yə–txə–nwə
(38) ā–r
he–ABS book–ABS
3SG.–write–INF.
“He began to write the book”
(Kumaxov & Vamling 1998: 201)

xwayź–ā–ś
begin–PRET.–AFF.

If presence of more than one Absolutive RP in a clause is taken as indication of the domain of case assignment, then it would appear that in Kabardian individual cores are domains of case assignment, rather than clauses (as
in English, which does not allow more than one Nominative RP per clause).
In the preceding example, the intransitive verb xwayźan “begin” assigns the
Absolutive to its only macrorole, the pronoun ā “he” (the argument it shares
with the linked verb), and the verb txən “write” assigns the Absolutive to its
lowest ranking macrorole (txəł “book”); however, since the linked verb txən is
transitive, the sentence (38) is also possible with the shared argument (ā) in
the Ergative (with a slightly different word order), since it is the other core
argument of the linked verb:
(39) ā–bə
txəł–ər
yə–txə–nwə
he–ERG
book–ABS
3SG.–write–INF.
“He began to write the book”

xwayź–ā–ś
begin–PRET.–AFF.

This is again the “Dependent–first” (DF) pattern of case assignment
(Matasovi} 2009), which appears to be an areal feature in the Caucasus (Matasovi} 2007).
As we saw above, we find the same DF pattern in Kabardian causative
constructions. It is easiest to assume that, in causative constructions, the
head nucleus (the causative “root”) assigns case to its arguments after the
dependent nucleus (the lexical verbal “root”) had already assigned case to its
arguments. But now an interesting problem comes to mind. Since the lexical
RPs receiving case are outside the core, in the “extra–core position”, they are
outside the domain of case assignment. How can this be?
4.3. In the RRG linking algorithm, case is assigned to RPs before they
receive their place in a constructional template (Van Valin 2005: 225–6). This
means, e.g., that Wh–words can be assigned case if they are in a precore–slot
(i.e. outside the core but within the clause) in a language in which cores are
domains of case assignment (e.g. in Icelandic). The same solution might apply to Kabardian: the case is assigned to lexical RPs in the linking algorithm
before the constructional template is applied. But still, I feel a little uneasy
about this, since in Kabardian, the lexical RPs will be outside their “case assignment domain” in every single constructional template that exists in the
language, which is awkward.
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4.4. Therefore, here is a different proposal: let us assume that the clause is
the domain of case assignment in all languages, in the sense that case–marked
RPs are always within the clause, but that individual cores assign case to their
arguments.17 The differences between languages like English, on the one side,
and Icelandic and Kabardian, on the other, can be reduced to the difference
between the Head–first and Dependent–first patterns of case assignment. Here
is how.
4.4.1. Consider the following English example:
(40) SheNOM believed himACC to have hit herACC
In the English sentence above, the syntactic structure is core coordination. There are two cores, the matrix (believe) and the linked core (have hit).
Since English always applies the Head–first pattern of case assignment, the
case is first assigned to the arguments of believe, and consequently, the single
macrorole of believe (she) receives the nominative, and the other core argument (him) the accusative case. Since him is the argument that the matrix
core shares with the linked core, its case is already assigned when the linked
verb have hit takes its turn at case assignment. Consequently, it assigns the
accusative case to its remaining argument, and the whole clause ends up with
only one argument in the nominative. If the order of case assignment had
been reversed, we would have *She believed she to have hit her, but this would
be the consequence of the Dependent–first pattern of case assignment, rather
than of the domain of case assignment.
4.4.2. Unlike English, Icelandic allows the Dependent–first case assignment in at least some constructions; the following example is taken from Van
Valin 2005: 259:
(41) Jón–0
tel–ur
mér
haf–a
alltaf þótt
J.–SG.NOM believe–3SG.PRES. 1SG.DAT have–INF. always think.PAST.PART.
Ólaf–ur
leiðinleg–ur
O.–SG.NOM
boring–SG.NOM
“John believes me to have always considered Olaf boring”
In this example there are two nominative RPs, one in each core. This is
because case is first assigned to the arguments of the linked core in which
Ólaf–ur is the highest ranking macrorole marked by the nominative. In the
second step, case is assigned to the arguments of the matrix verb, so that
the highest ranking macrorole of the verb telja “believe” can be assigned the
second nominative in the clause (Jón).18 It is important to note that a lan17

18

Of course, as an anonymous reviewer points out to me, case–marked RPs can also occur
in the “left–detached position” (LDP), which is outside the clause, as in Croatian Ivan, on
je ju~er do{ao (Ivan–NOM he(NOM) aux.3sg yesterday come(participle.sg.masc.)) “Ivan, he
came yesterday”. However, case–marked nominals in the LDP are not assigned case by any
verb, but presumably receive case by agreement with co–referent case–marked nominals
within the clause. In any case, this hypothesis should be investigated more thoroughly.
The linked verb þykja (pple þótt) also takes the dative case of its non–Macrorole core argument (the experiencer mér) shared with the matrix verb (Minger 2002: 38).
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guage can have the HF pattern of case assignment in some constructions, and
the DF pattern (which is cross–linguistically much rarer) in others. In Enga
(VVLP 580), the HF pattern in purposive constructions is the default, but the
DF pattern is also possible:
(42) baa–(mé) mená dóko pyá–la pe–ly–á–mo
3SG.–(ERG) pig DEF. kill–INF. go–PRES.–3SG.–DECLARATIVE
“He is going (somewhere) to kill the pig”
In (42) the ergative marking on the shared argument is preferred, but not
necessary; it is assigned by the linked verb in accordance with the DF pattern of case assignment. Note that in Enga it would be awkward to explain
the possibility of variable case marking in (42) by involving a difference in
case–marking domains, rather than by the difference between the HF and DF
strategies.19
4.5. If this analysis is accepted, the typological contrast between languages
differing in the domain of case assignment is reduced to the difference in
the order of case assignment, i.e. to the difference between “Head–first” and
“Dependent–first” patterns of case assignment. As argued elsewhere (Matasovi} 2007, 2008, 2009), this difference is independently motivated in syntactic
theory.
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Kabardinski kauzativi, povratne konstrukcije
i domene pripisivanja pade`a
U ovom se radu izla`u osnovna tipolo{ka obilje`ja kabardinske kauzativne konstrukcije u
skladu s Dixonovom (2000) tipologijom kauzativa. Iznose se neka tipolo{ki neobi~na svojstva
te kabardinske konstrukcije. Pokazuje se da argumenti glagola u kauzativu ostaju u istim
pade`ima koje im pripisuju osnovni, nekauzativni glagoli, u skladu sa strategijom pripisivanja
pade`a koju smo nazvali “Dependent–first” (Matasovi} 2009). Raspravljamo i o tipu sintakti~koga
sklopa kabardinske kauzativne konstrukcije i dokazujemo da se radi o nuklearnoj koordinaciji
(terminologija je preuzeta iz “gramatike uloga i referenci”). Analiza kabardinskih kauzativnih
povratnih glagola pokazuje da se jezici mogu razlikovati prema na~inu odabira argumenta koji
ve`e povratnu zamjenicu (ili afiks na glagolu); u ve}ini je jezika to obavezno najvi{a makrouloga
deriviranoga (kauzativnog) glagola, no u kabardinskome to mo`e biti i najvi{a makrouloga
temeljnoga, leksi~kog glagola. Na koncu, raspravljamo o nekim teorijskim pitanjima va`nim za
gramatiku uloge i referenci, osobito o problemu domene pripisivanja pade`a i statusa neovisnih
leksi~kih imenskih skupina u kabardinskom. Predla`e se pravilo prema kojemu je klauza
(sure~enica) univerzalna domena pripisivanja pade`a.
Key words: causative, reflexive verbs, case marking domain, linguistic typology, Kabardian
language
Klju~ne rije~i: kauzativ, povratni glagoli, domena pripisivanja pade`a, jezi~na tipologija,
kabardinski jezik
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